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ABSTRACT

The precipitation characteristics of extreme events in August determined from 13 years of satellite data around Japan in the TRMM observation region and their relationship with large-scale environmental conditions are examined. Two types of extreme events, extreme rainfall and extreme convective events, are defined in each analysis grid box using maximum near-surface rainfall and maximum 40-dBZ echo-top height in each event, respectively. There are clear differences in precipitation characteristics between the two types of extreme events. Extreme rainfall events are more organized precipitation systems than the extreme convective events, with relatively lower echo-top heights and very low lightning activity. There are also clear differences in the related environmental conditions, where the environments related to the extreme rainfall events are somewhat convectively stable and very humid in almost the entire troposphere. These facts are consistent with our previous studies and reinforce the importance of warm-rain processes in extremely intense precipitation productions. The environments related to the extreme rainfall events exhibit a zonally extended moist anomaly in the free troposphere from southern China to the east of Japan, indicating that the excessive moisture transported from the west by a large-scale flow may partially play a role in producing environmental conditions favorable for extreme rainfall. On the other hand, the environments related to extreme convective events are not associated with free-tropospheric moisture inflow. The relationships with the tropical cyclones and upper-tropospheric dynamical fields are also examined, and are found to be clearly different between the extreme rainfall events and extreme convective events.

1. Introduction

Heavy rainfall events trigger natural disasters such as floods and landslides, and cause severe damage to lives and property. It has largely been accepted that intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation have a positive trend in many regions of the world, and will further increase under a warming climate (IPCC 2013). To properly project the future change of extreme precipitation, the relationship between the precipitation characteristics of extreme precipitation events and environmental conditions should be correctly understood. Hamada \textit{et al.} (2015, hereafter referred to as H15) determined two types of extreme events—extreme rainfall events and extreme convective events—over the tropics and subtropics from long-term measurements from a precipitation radar (PR) on board the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite. They demonstrated that there are significant differences in the precipitation characteristics and related atmospheric condition between the two types of extreme events. Their results indicate that a conventional and widely accepted cognition that heavier rainfall comes from stronger convection cannot basically be applied to extremely intense rainfall. The atmospheric environment related to extreme rainfall events is shown to be relatively convectively stable and very moist, especially in the free troposphere.

Previous case studies on heavy rainfall events around the Japan region have focused primarily on the relatively local environments and topographic effects to examine their initiation and maintenance mechanisms, and to correctly reproduce the event by numerical simulations. This approach does make sense because torrential rainfall is mostly caused by active cumulus convection and its initiation is highly associated with
inflow and convergence of warm and humid air in the boundary layer. An interesting but seemingly opposing point is that many previous studies indicated that heavy rainfall events in the Japan region that are not directly associated with tropical cyclones are basically associated with dry air in the midtroposphere (e.g., Kato and Goda 2001; Kato and Aramami 2005), whereas H15 indicated very humid conditions there. Unuma and Takemi (2016) also showed that a humid condition similar to H15’s result is associated with warm-season convective rainfall events. This apparent contradiction underlines the need for correct understanding of how the midtropospheric moisture determines the precipitation characteristics of heavy rainfall events.

Recently, large-scale moisture transport in the midtroposphere as well as the lower troposphere is being considered as a key factor in the summertime rainfall characteristics. Horinouchi (2014) showed that during midsummer, narrow bands of precipitating area are frequently formed on the southern side of the subtropical jet associated with enhanced low- to midlevel humidity in narrow regions. Yokoyama et al. (2017) demonstrated that a stronger subtropical jet is associated with increased rainfall along the southern side of the jet and a distinct eastward extension of the midtropospheric moist region during the baai season. Sohn et al. (2013) indicated the relationship of warm-type heavy rainfall events over the Korean peninsula to strong water vapor fluxes along the periphery of the North Pacific high and associated moisture convergences.

There are also some case studies that indicate the relationship between large-scale moisture transport in the midtroposphere and heavy rainfall events. Hirota et al. (2016) examined the environmental condition of a heavy rainfall event in Hiroshima, Japan, on 19 August 2014, and performed a series of numerical experiments to test sensitivity of the event to free-tropospheric moisture. They found that a so-called atmospheric river (AR; Zhu and Newell 1998; Gimeno et al. 2014; Kamae et al. 2017), which typically exhibits filamentary structure a few hundred kilometers wide and several thousand kilometers in length from the Indochina Peninsula, transports considerable water vapor in the free troposphere and plays a crucial role in producing the excessive rainfall (e.g., Waliser and Guan 2017).

While there are some case studies investigating the relationship between the midtropospheric moisture and extreme rainfall events, very little statistical analysis has been conducted to examine their relationship over the Japan region. To this end, we apply the work by H15 to the southern Japan region in the midsummer to describe the differences in precipitation characteristics and related large-scale environmental conditions between the two types of extreme events determined by H15—extreme rainfall events and extreme convective events. We especially focus on the large-scale atmospheric condition for the development of the extreme rainfall events, especially on the midtropospheric moisture inflow. Section 2 describes the data and analysis methods used in this study. Section 3 examines the precipitation characteristics for the extreme rainfall events and extreme convective events. Section 4 examines the large-scale environmental conditions related to the two types of extreme events. A summary and discussion are presented in section 5.

2. Data and methodology

The TRMM PR is a unique spaceborne radar that can observe three-dimensional precipitation structures at Ku band (13.8 GHz frequency). The non-sun-synchronous orbit with an inclination of 35° of the TRMM satellite allows the collection of rainfall data between ~36.5°S and ~36.5°N at all local times. In this study, we use three-dimensional rainfall and attenuation-corrected equivalent radar reflectivity ($Z_e$) data derived from the PR 2A25 product (version 7; Iguchi et al. 2000, 2009). The product includes vertical profiles of instantaneous rainfall rate and $Z_e$ from the near-surface level to 20 km, at a resolution of 250 m with a footprint of 4.3 km in diameter (5 km after August 2001), within a swath width of 220 km (247 km after August 2001). The TRMM satellite has also made lightning measurements by the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS). The LIS has a square field of view of 550 km on a side and viewing time of ~90 s to estimate the flash rates. In this study, we use geographical locations of observed flashes in the LIS science data (Blakeslee 1998).

A rainfall event database, which is constructed based on the PR 2A25 product and the LIS science data, is used to determine extreme rainfall events and extreme convective events, and to examine their precipitation characteristics. Although a detailed procedure to determine the extreme rainfall events has been described in Hamada et al. (2014), a short description is presented here as a summary. A rainfall event is defined as a set of contiguous pixels with their near-surface rainfall rates exceeding 0.5 mm h$^{-1}$. A removal filter for unnatural extreme precipitation profiles, mainly due to contamination of surface or main lobe clutter, had been applied to the original PR 2A25 dataset before determining the rainfall events (Hamada and Takayabu 2014). In this study, we focus on extreme events in August. This is mainly because we intend to examine the large-scale environmental conditions that are not clearly associated...
with distinct stationary fronts such as the baui front. Extreme events were determined from 13 months (August 2002–14) of the rainfall event database. The analysis domain is set to the southern Japan region between 127.5° and 142.5°E and between 30° and 37.5°N. The extreme events are determined for each 2.5° × 2.5° grid cell to properly capture regional differences of precipitation characteristics. Two types of extreme events, extreme rainfall events and extreme convective events, are defined as follows. A rainfall event is defined as an extreme rainfall event when the maximum near-surface rainfall rates \( R_{\text{max}} \) are within the corresponding uppermost 0.1% for the target grid cell. Extreme convective events are defined in a similar manner to determine the extreme rainfall events but using the maximum 40-dBZ height of the \( Z_e \) instead of near-surface rainfall rate. Note that every August in the years from 2002 to 2014 (for a total of 13 events) consists only of 403 days, meaning that seemingly less than 1000 define the top 0.1% events. However, the number of TRMM overpasses at a grid box during the analysis period are about 730, 1030, and 610 at the latitudinal bands of 30°–32.5°N, 32.5°–35°N, and 35°–37.5°N, respectively. The average number of observed rainfall events at a TRMM overpass at those latitudinal bands are 5.4, 5.2, and 2.6, respectively. Therefore, the total number of rainfall events is greater than 1000 at all the grid boxes, and the top 0.1% extreme events can be defined.

Because the extreme rainfall events and extreme convective events are determined independently from the same rainfall event population in each grid cell, some rainfall events may be qualified as both types of the extreme events. Hereinafter, extreme events qualified as extreme rainfall events but not extreme convective events are called R-extreme events, extreme events qualified as extreme convective events but not extreme rainfall events are called H-extreme events, and extreme events determined as both extreme rainfall and convective events are called RH-extreme events. The number of the extracted extreme events are 63, 52, and 10 for R-extreme events, H-extreme events, and RH-extreme events, respectively. Among the determined extreme events, 41, 35, and 10 of R-, H-, and RH-extreme events occurred over the sea.

Environmental conditions related to the extreme events are obtained and examined using the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis Project (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al. 2015). We used a 6-hourly, 1.25° × 1.25° gridded dataset for the same period as TRMM data used in this study. We basically used a pressure-level dataset that has 27 pressure levels from 1000 to 100 hPa, except that potential vorticity data to identify the subtropical jet position were taken from isentropic analysis field at 350 K. To examine the environmental condition related to the extreme events as an anomaly from the normal condition, climatologically averaged 6-hourly atmospheric fields were prepared as follows. First, a Kolmogorov–Zurbenko filter (Yang and Zurbenko 2010), which is essentially an iterated moving average, was applied to daily time series separately for the fixed UTC hours (0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC). The length of the moving average was set to 9 days and the number of iterations was set to 3, following the method for calculating the climatological fields used by the Japan Meteorological Agency. Second, the 13-yr average was calculated for each 6-hourly UTC time for each calendar day. These steps generated a 6-hourly climatological atmospheric field. The reason for calculating subdaily climatology was to avoid mixing the diurnal variation with the anomaly fields related to the extreme events. An anomalous atmospheric field related to each extreme event was calculated as the deviation from the climatological field prepared here.

### 3. Precipitation characteristics of the extreme events

We first look at the precipitation characteristics of two types of extreme events around Japan in the TRMM region, and further study some additional precipitation characteristics that have not been examined in H15. Figure 1 shows the locations of extreme events determined in this study. Note that the numbers of extreme events have latitudinal dependence due to the orbital characteristics of TRMM PR, where the number of PR footprints has a sharp peak at around 34°N and 34°S (Hirose et al. 2017, their Fig. 1). Over land, R-extreme events tend to occur at slightly lower elevations, around 300 m, in many regions, while H-extreme events exhibit less dependence on elevation. Over the ocean, there seems to be no specific area of geographical location.

Composite vertical profiles of \( Z_e \) (Fig. 2) and rainfall rate (Fig. 3) at the pixel where the maximum near-surface rainfall rate or the maximum 40-dBZ echo-top height is observed for the R-extreme events or H-extreme events, respectively, also exhibit features consistent with H15. Precipitation-top heights of R-extreme events are generally lower than those of H-extreme events. Important characteristics in the \( Z_e \) profile below the melting level, as shown in H15, are also observed. That is, \( Z_e \) of R-extreme events increase downward to the surface but \( Z_e \) of H-extreme events tend to be vertically aligned. A linear downward
increase of $Z_e$ of R-extreme events yields an exponential increase of the rainfall rates (Fig. 3). Such differences imply an importance of warm-rain processes in the precipitation production (H15).

Significant difference is found in the $R_{\text{max}}$ values for the extreme events between R- and H-extreme events. Figure 4 shows the histograms of the $R_{\text{max}}$ values for R- and H-extreme events. The solid line shows the cumulative frequency of the $R_{\text{max}}$ values for all rainfall events (regardless of extremity). The 99.9th-percentile value, which is the threshold percentile to determine the extreme rainfall events, corresponds to 115.8 mm h$^{-1}$ as a representative value of the analysis domain. There is a clear difference in the $R_{\text{max}}$ distributions between R- and H-extremes. The $R_{\text{max}}$ values of H-extreme events distribute between 10 and 100 mm h$^{-1}$, centered around 30–60 mm h$^{-1}$. However, $R_{\text{max}}$ of R-extreme events are much higher, and their lowest end almost corresponds to the highest end of the H-extreme distribution. The percentile values corresponding to the $R_{\text{max}}$ of 30 and 60 mm h$^{-1}$ are 97.6 and 99.3, respectively, indicating that H-extreme events produce every ~40th to 150th intense rainfall.

An important indication from this result is that thresholding values used to statistically define “heavy rainfall” or “intense precipitation” in 1 h or less in the Japan region, which are generally set around 50–80 mm h$^{-1}$ (e.g., Fujibe 1999; JMA 2017) or 95th–99th-percentile values (e.g., Fujibe 2015), include both R- and H-extreme events, and the precipitation characteristics and related environmental conditions between R- and H-extreme events might blur into each other.

Several precipitation characteristics of the extreme events are further examined (Fig. 5). R-extreme events are larger and have a higher stratiform-area ratio than H-extreme events (Figs. 5a,b). This indicates that R-extreme events consist of more organized precipitation systems, while H-extreme events are less organized and rather isolated systems. The maximum 40-dBZ echo-top heights show almost no overlap between R- and H-extreme events (Fig. 5c), as was also shown in Fig. 2. However, the maximum precipitation-top heights show less noticeable difference between R- and H-extreme events (Fig. 5d), although the difference is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level using the Mann–Whitney $U$ test. These contrasting characteristics are reflected in the distributions of flash rate per convective rainfall pixel per minute observed by the LIS, and minimum polarization-corrected temperature at 85 GHz (PCT85) in the extreme event observed by TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI). There is almost no overlap for flash rate distributions between R- and H-extreme events, whereas the difference is less noticeable for minimum PCT85 (Figs. 5e,f). This indicates that the primary difference in the precipitation characteristics between R- and H-extreme events is observed in the internal structures of convective clouds, not in the cloud-top heights. This reinforces the hypothesis that warm-rainfall processes are important to produce extreme instantaneous rainfall.

4. Environmental states

Large-scale environmental conditions related to the two types of extreme events are examined. Figure 6
shows a composite environmental profile for the two types of extreme events; shown are the raw profiles (Figs. 6a–d) and the anomalies from the climatological mean (Figs. 6e–h). The environmental profile for each extreme event making up the composite profile is calculated by bilinear interpolation of the temporally nearest profiles of 6-hourly reanalysis at the surrounding four grid points onto the location of the $R_{\text{max}}$ or highest 40-dBZ echo-top height for R- and H-extreme events, respectively. There are clear differences between the environmental conditions of the R- and H-extreme events, especially in the free troposphere above the 800-hPa level.

For the R-extreme events, the air temperature is colder and warmer than the climatology below and above the 450-hPa level, respectively (Fig. 6e), indicating a somewhat conditionally stable condition in almost the entire troposphere. The equivalent potential temperature is warmer than the climatology in almost the entire troposphere above the 900-hPa level. The warmer equivalent potential temperature in the free troposphere is mainly contributed from higher specific humidity (Fig. 6h). In the boundary layer (below the 900-hPa level), the anomaly of equivalent potential temperature for the R-extreme events is slightly negative because of the colder air temperature and the minimal change in the specific humidity. Therefore, in terms of convective instability, the environments related to the R-extreme events have rather stable conditions in the lower troposphere but are slightly more unstable in the free troposphere.

The environmental profiles for the H-extreme events showed contrasting features with those for the R-extreme events. The air temperature is warmer and colder than the climatology below and above 650 hPa, respectively (Fig. 6e). The equivalent potential temperature is lower than the climatology throughout almost the entire troposphere (Fig. 6f), because of lower specific humidity at the lower levels and colder air temperature at the upper levels. The relative humidity is lower than the climatology in almost the entire troposphere (Fig. 6g). Both anomaly profiles of the equivalent potential temperature and temperature for the H-extreme events indicate more unstable and stable conditions compared
to the climatology below and above around 400 hPa, respectively.

Such contrasting features between R- and H-extreme events indicate that related large-scale conditions are different between the lower and middle troposphere. To further examine the difference in the large-scale environments between the lower and middle troposphere, vertically integrated moisture and its horizontal fluxes are defined separately for the free troposphere and the boundary layer. The definitions were \( h_iq_{FT} \) and \( h_iq_{u FT} \), and \( h_iq_{BL} \) and \( h_iq_{u BL} \), respectively. Here the angle brackets denote a mass-weighted vertical integral between two of the pressure levels:

\[
\langle () \rangle = g^{-1} \int_{p_2}^{p_1} () dp,
\]

where \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are 100 and 800 hPa for the free troposphere, and 800 hPa and the surface pressure for the boundary layer, respectively. The units for the integrated moisture and its horizontal flux are kilograms per square meter (or mm) and kilograms per meter per second, respectively. The choice of the pressure level separating two layers is to clearly separate the free troposphere from the boundary layer, and is based on the rapid change in the anomaly environmental profiles around 800 hPa as shown in Fig. 6. Note that the top level of the atmospheric boundary layer in the analysis region is generally considered to be around 850 hPa, so referring to the lower levels below the 800-hPa level as the boundary layer in this study is somehow for the sake of convenience. The choice of the pressure level does not alter the key results when changing between 850 and 700 hPa (not shown). The anomalies from the normal condition are calculated as \( \langle q' \rangle = \langle q \rangle - \langle \bar{q} \rangle \) and \( \langle (qu)' \rangle = \langle qu \rangle - \langle \bar{q} \bar{u} \rangle \), where the overbars represent the climatological average.

**Fig. 3.** As in Fig. 2, but for precipitation rate.

**Fig. 4.** Relative frequency distributions of the maximum near-surface rainfall within the rainfall events for R- (gray bars) and H-extreme events (open bars). The solid line shows the cumulative frequency of the maximum near-surface precipitation rates within the rainfall events for all rainfall events (regardless of whether the event is extreme).
It should be mentioned that in this study, we only focus on the large-scale moisture transport in the free troposphere that is vertically integrated over a wide range of the troposphere. Further investigation is required to specify the height range, which is key to the occurrence of the extreme rainfall events and extreme convective events, to make dynamical and physical interpretations.

Anomaly composite maps for the vertically integrated moisture and its horizontal fluxes are shown in Fig. 7. For the R-extreme events, a positive (i.e., moist) anomaly dominates over the extreme event region both in the free troposphere and the boundary layer (Figs. 7a,c). However, the spatial extents of the positive moisture anomaly region are substantially different between the two layers. In the free troposphere, the positive anomaly extends zonally from southern China to the east of Japan. This feature indicates that the excessive moisture in the free troposphere of the composite region can be attributed partially to transportation from the west by a large-scale flow rather than a direct injection by the extreme precipitation event within the region. There is also a negative anomaly region extending zonally, paired with the positive anomaly. A positive anomaly is also observed in the boundary layer and is attributed to southwesterly moisture flux; however, the spatial extent is quite limited compared with that in the free troposphere.

For the H-extreme events, in contrast, negative (i.e., dry) anomalies dominate over the composite region in both the free troposphere and boundary layer (Figs. 7b,d). Moisture fluxes are northwesterly in both layers. Positive anomalies are observed instead on the western and eastern sides of the composite region. The negative anomalous moisture fluxes both in the boundary layer and free troposphere over the composite region might seem against the general understanding that moisture inflow at the boundary layer is essential to the initiation and formation of heavy rainfall events over Japan. Further detailed study is needed, but this is partly because about 65% of the R- and H-extreme events occurred over the sea, where forced lifting of moisture inflow at the lowest level by the topography is not essential to the initiation of convection, or is simply because smaller-scale flows are not resolved in the reanalysis dataset used in this study. An interesting feature that contrasted with R-extreme events is seen in the free troposphere west of 110°E, where a significant positive moisture anomaly dominates north of 30°N and a significant negative anomaly dominates south of 30°N. The patterns of anomalous circulation and temperature in the middle–upper troposphere in this region associated with the H-extreme events (not shown) are quite similar to those associated with the “warm heavy rainfall days” that are determined by Sun et al. (2015, their Figs. 3a,c) over central north China. This possibly indicates a dynamical link between the H-extreme events over southern Japan and warm-type heavy rainfall events over central north China.

The differences between the vertically integrated moisture anomalies associated with R- and H-extreme
events are shown in Fig. 8. The difference in the free troposphere (Fig. 8a; differences between Figs. 7a and 7b) shows a statistically significant positive moisture anomaly extending from southern China to the east of Japan. The difference in the boundary layer (Fig. 8b; differences between Figs. 7c and 7d) is clearly different from that in the free troposphere and the spatial extent is limited around the composite key region.

The free-tropospheric moisture anomalies related to R-extreme events primarily contribute to the total column water vapor anomaly. Figure 9 shows the fraction of \( q'_{FT} \) to the total column water vapor, \( q'_{FT} + q'_{BL} \). The free-tropospheric moisture anomaly explains more than 70% of the total column vapor anomaly in most of the region where a positive moisture anomaly is observed (Fig. 7a). This feature indicates the importance of free-tropospheric moisture in producing the extreme rainfall events and is consistent with the result of a previous case study (Hirota et al. 2016).

Some extreme events are directly or indirectly related to tropical cyclones (TCs). However, the relationship between the extreme events and the TCs is different for different types of extreme events. Figure 10 shows the frequency distributions of the distances between the extreme events and the center of the nearest TCs. An extreme event is defined to be related to TC when it is located within 4000 km of a TC center, derived from the International Best Track Archive for Climate
Stewardship (IBTrACS) dataset (Knapp et al. 2010). About 80% and 77% of the R- and H-extreme events, respectively, are related to the TCs either directly or indirectly. However, only about 25% and 5% of the R- and H-extreme events occur within 500 km of a TC center, indicating that only a small fraction of the extreme events are directly related to the TCs, such as distinct rainbands. It is noteworthy that there is a maximum of around 2000 km for the H-extreme events, implying some indirect effects of TCs in producing the extreme convective events. Distribution for the R-extreme events also has broad, secondary maxima of around 1200 and 2000–2800 km. Visual inspection indicates that in some cases there is a strong southerly moisture flux in both the free troposphere and the boundary layer, consistent with a mechanism proposed in previous studies (Yoshida and Itoh 2012; Cordeira et al. 2013).

It would be worthy to note again that three-fourths of the R-extreme events are not directly related to the TCs. This indicates that moisture transport in the free troposphere by large-scale flow is a primary factor in producing the extreme rainfall events. Figure 11 shows the composite map, as in Fig. 7, but only for the R-extreme events more than 500 km from the nearest TC center. A zonally extending positive anomaly region in the free troposphere is observed more clearly (Fig. 11a). The anomalous cyclonic circulation in the boundary layer to the southwest can still be observed, but the circulation is much weaker and smaller than that in Fig. 7c, and is not statistically significant (Fig. 11b). The southerly moisture flux anomaly is more limited than that in Fig. 7c. By visual inspection of each of the R-extreme events, in many cases, there is a long, thin structure that originates in the east of the Tibetan Plateau and extends along the meandering subtropical jet stream. This is reminiscent of the AR.

Upper-tropospheric dynamical fields related to R- and H-extreme events also show clear differences. Figure 12 shows composite anomaly fields of pressure
vertical velocity at 500 hPa and geopotential height at 200 hPa, along with a 2-PVU (1 PVU = 10^{-6} \text{Kg}^{-1} \text{m}^{2} \text{s}^{-1}) isopleth of potential vorticity at 350 K as an index of the subtropical jet’s location (Horinouchi 2014). For the R-extreme events, the upper-level trough is located west of the composite region (Fig. 12a). The height anomaly is negative and positive in the north and south, respectively. The corresponding horizontal wind anomaly is more zonal and anticyclonic on the southern side of the jet. These features in the anomalous wind field are likely to be favorable for transporting a warm and humid tropical air mass into the target region (Fig. 11a). The pressure vertical velocity anomaly is negative over the entire composite region, and extends along the southern side of the meandering jet. This may indicate an importance of secondary circulation associated with geostrophic flow (Horinouchi and Hayashi 2017) to produce a favorable environment for extreme precipitation events, although there is a very weak positive anomaly that is expected to occur in pairs. For the H-extreme events, in contrast, the upper-level trough is located, although not clearly, over almost the entire composite region (Fig. 12b). The target region is under a negative height anomaly that is a part of wave-like height anomalies along the jet axis. A corresponding anomalous horizontal wind is northerly in the west of the target region. Such an anomalous circulation pattern causes the drier free-tropospheric environment related to H-extreme events (Fig. 7c).

5. Discussion and concluding remarks

The relationship between the precipitation characteristics and large-scale environmental conditions related to extreme events were determined from 13 years of TRMM PR measurements. Two types of extreme events, R- and H-extreme events, were defined for each 2.5°×2.5° grid cell to properly capture the regional differences of the precipitation characteristics, and their characteristic differences were examined.

There were significant differences in precipitation characteristics between R- and H-extreme events, which were basically consistent with the result of a global analysis by H15. Vertical profiles of radar reflectivity of R-extreme events had relatively lower echo-top heights compared with H-extreme events, and exhibited a linear downward increase below the melting level. These characteristics imply an importance of warm-rain processes in the precipitation production. Precipitation characteristics, such as size, stratiform-area ratio, and flash rates, also showed clear differences between the R- and H-extreme events. R-extreme events basically exhibited a larger size and higher stratiform-area ratio, indicating that R-extreme events consisted of more organized precipitation systems. The maximum 40-dBZ
Echo-top heights of R-extreme events were significantly lower than those of H-extreme events, whereas the contrast in the highest precipitation-top heights between R- and H-extreme events was not so clear. These results were reflected in the distributions of flash rates and minimum PCT85; flash rates showed a very large difference, whereas minimum PCT85 showed a not-so-significant difference.

Frequency distributions of maximum precipitation rates \( R_{\text{max}} \) of R- and H-extreme events were clearly separated. The lowest value of \( R_{\text{max}} \) for R-extreme events almost corresponded to the highest value of \( R_{\text{max}} \) for H-extreme events. An important result was that thresholding values often used to statistically define “heavy rainfall” or “intense precipitation” in 1 h or less in the Japan region included both of R- and a majority of H-extreme events.

Large-scale environmental conditions related to R- and H-extreme events showed clear differences, especially in the free troposphere above the 800-hPa level. Environments related to R-extreme events exhibited lower and warmer equivalent potential temperature in the boundary layer and free troposphere, respectively, indicating somewhat convectively stable conditions in the lower troposphere compared with the climatological condition. Both relative humidity and specific humidity were higher in almost the entire troposphere, especially in the free troposphere. Such a humid condition for R-extreme events was not locally limited, but had large spatial extents. In the free troposphere, the positive anomaly of vertically integrated water vapor extended zonally from southern China to the east of Japan, indicating that the excessive moisture was transported from the west by a large-scale flow. A positive anomaly was also observed in the boundary layer, as expected, but the spatial extent was quite limited. The free-tropospheric moisture anomalies related to R-extreme events explained more than 70% of the total column water vapor anomaly, indicating an importance of free-tropospheric moisture to produce the extreme rainfall events.

Some extreme events were directly or indirectly related to the TCs. About one-fourth of the R-extreme events occurred within 500 km of a TC center, while only 5% of the H-extreme events occurred within 500 km of a TC center. Visual inspection indicated that some R-extreme events seemed to be indirectly affected by TCs because of a strong southerly moisture flux in the free troposphere.

Dynamical fields in the upper troposphere showed clear differences between R- and H-extreme events. R-extreme events were associated with negative and positive height anomalies in the north and south at 200 hPa, respectively. Corresponding wind fields were likely to be favorable for producing the extreme rainfall events. H-extreme events, in contrast, were under a negative height anomaly that was a part of wave-like height anomalies along the subtropical jet axis.

It should be noted that there is some possibility that some of the R-extreme events correspond to different...
developing stages of convective systems related to H-extreme events. In typical severe multicell storms, precipitation particles often can grow aloft to large graupels or hailstones within strong updraft (Browning et al. 1976; Houze 2014, section 8.2). In this case, the centroids of strong radar echoes can be in the upper and lower troposphere before and after the hail start to fall toward the ground, respectively, and the vertical $Ze$ profiles at these stages may be similar to those of the H-extreme and R-extreme events, respectively.

It was demonstrated that a variety of large-scale disturbances from the tropics to midlatitudes was related to both R- and H-extreme events. Further analysis should be performed to quantify the relative contributions of these disturbances and to understand how the processes of these disturbances cause conditions favorable to extreme rainfall and extreme convective events.
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for anomalies of pressure vertical velocity at 500 hPa (black contours, negative area shaded) and geopotential height at 200 hPa (red contours). The bold solid line indicates the 2-PVU isopleth of potential vorticity at 350 K. Note the latitudinal range is slightly different from that of Fig. 11.
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